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Let p # [3, 23] and D # N such that p |3 D and (D, p){(2, 3). We prove in this
paper that the diophantine equation
x2+D= pz, x, z # N
has at most one solution (x, z). Moreover, we give an explicit upper bound for z.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For D # N and p an odd prime with p |3 D we denote the number of
solutions of the generalized RamanujanNagell equation,
x2+D= pz, x, z # N, (1)
by N(D, p).
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In 1960, Ape ry [1] showed that for squarefree D the number of solu-
tions is bounded by N(D, p)2. This bound is sharp: If
D=3s2\1, p=4s2\1, s # N,
in which case (D, p) is called exceptional, (1) has the two solutions,
(x, z)=(s, 1) and (8s3\3s, 3), hence N(D, p)=2.
No examples of non-exceptional (D, p) are known such that N(D, p)
2, so we might conjecture that for all non-exceptional (D, p) we have
N(D, p)1. The second author proved [8, 9] this conjecture for
max(D, p)>1010192.
In this paper we shall verify the conjecture for p=3 and p=23:
Theorem 1.1. Let D # N and p # [3, 23] with p |3 D and 2{D if p=3.
Then the equation (1) has at most one solution (x, z). Moreover, this solution
satisfies
z<
4
?
- D log(2e - D). (1)
The case (D, p)=(2, 3) has to be excluded since it is exceptional in the
above sense.
Besides a result of Tzanakis and Wolfskill [16], we shall use a series of
papers of the second author. Since some formulations in these papers are
ambiguous and misleading, we prefer to reformulated and reprove these
results in a version suitable for our purposes. In order to make the exposi-
tion clear, we try to be rather explicit.
2. BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS
Let a, b, c # Z and D :=b2&ac. Then the form F # Z[X, Y]=Z[X],
F=aX2+2bXY+cY 2=Xt \ab
b
c+ X,
is called the binary quadratic form with discriminant 4D. For short, we write
F=[a, 2b, c]. F is called primitive if gcd(a, 2b, c)=1.
In the literature, binary quadratic forms are often introduced as
F=aX2+bXY+cY 2 with a, b, c # Z, where the discriminant is defined as
b2&4ac, thus yielding the same as in our notation, which restricts us to the
case of an even discriminant. However, this notation will be sufficient for us.
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Two binary quadratic forms F: XtAX and G=XtBX are called equivalent,
written FtG, if there exists a Matrix T # SL(2, Z), i.e., a matrix T with
det T=1, such that
A=TtBT.
It is clear that this relation is an equivalence relation. Equivalent forms
have the same discriminant; they are both primitive or not.
Theorem 2.1. Let t be the equivalence relation introduced above. Then
the set of binary quadratic forms of discriminant 4D is partitioned into a
finite number of equivalence classes. The number of classes of the primitive
binary quadratic forms of the discriminant 4D is then denoted by h(4D).
Proof. See for example Hua [7, Theorem 12.2.2]. K
Proposition 2.2. Let D&1. Then the number of classes of primitive
binary quadratic forms of discriminant 4D can be bounded by
h(4D)
4 - |D|
?
log(2e - |D| ).
Proof. Combine Theorems 12.10.1, 12.14.3, and 11.4.3 of Hua [7]. For
D=&1, see for example Exercise 2 at the end of 12.2 of [7]. K
3. REPRESENTATIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS
Let F be a binary quadratic form. If K, x, y # Z and
K=F(x, y) gcd(x, y)=1, (3)
then (3) is called a representation of K.
In this section, we describe some properties of such representations. We
follow Le [10].
Lemma 3.1. Let K=F(x, y) be a representation. Then there exists a
unique L # Z such that there are :, ; # Z satisfying
;x&:y=1
L=:(ax+by)+;(bx+cy), L2#D (mod K), 0L<|K|.
It is called the characteristic number of the representation; we denote it by
L(F, x, y). K
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Proof. See Hua [7, Theorem 11.4.1]. K
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a binary quadratic form of the discriminant
4D, K=F(x, y) a representation, and L=L(F, x, y) its characteristic
number. Put K$=(L2&D)K. Then the form F is equivalent to the form
[K, 2L, K$].
Proof. Use the transformation matrix T=( xy
:
;). K
Lemma 3.3. Let K, L, D # Z. Then the following two assertions are
equivalent:
1. There is a primitive binary quadratic form F with discriminant 4D
and there are x, y # Z such that F(x, y) is a representation of K and its
characteristic number is L.
2. We have
L2#D (mod K), 0L<|K|, gcd \K, 2L, L
2&D
K +=1.
Proof. (1 O 2) The first two relations follow from Lemma 3.1. The last
condition is satisfied because the form [K, 2L, (L2&D)K] is equivalent to
the primitive form F by Lemma 3.2.
(2 O 1) Put K$=(L2&D)K. It is an integer by the congruence
condition. F=[K, 2L, K$] is a binary quadratic form, it is primitive by the
last condition of 2. Clearly, F(1, 0) is a representation of K; taking :=0
and ;=1, we see that its characteristic number is L. K
Lemma 3.4. Let F, F $ be binary quadratic forms of discriminant 4D.
Furthermore, let x, y, x$, y$ # Z such that F(x, y)=K=F $(x$, y$) are
representations and L(F, x, y)=L=L(F $, x$, y$). Then we have FtF $.
Proof. This is clear, since both forms are equivalent to the form
[K, 2L, K$] by Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.5. Let F=[a, 2b, c] be a binary quadratic form, K, x, y # Z,
such that K=F(x, y) is a representation of K and L=L(F, x, y). Then we
have
ax+by# &Ly (mod K).
Proof. This is (7) in the proof of Theorem 11.4.2 in Hua [7]. K
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Lemma 3.6. Let F=[a, 2b, c] be a primitive binary quadratic form of
discriminant 4D and K, x, y, x$, y$ # Z such that F(x, y)=K is a representa-
tion. Moreover assume that D is not a square and aK{0. Then the following
two conditions are equivalent:
1. We have the representation K=F(x$, y$) and L(F, x, y)=
L(F, x$, y$).
2. There exist u, v # Z such that
u2&Dv2=1
and
ax$+by$+ y$ - D=(ax+by+ y - D)(u+v - D).
Proof. See Hua [7, Theorem 11.4.2]. K
4. COMPOSITION OF FORMS
We describe a group law on the set of equivalence classes of binary
quadratic forms following Cassels [3].
Lemma 4.1. Let C1 , C2 be two equivalence classes of primitive forms of
discriminant 4D. Then there exists two forms Fj=[aj , 2b, cj] # Cj for j=1, 2
such that the middle coefficient is the same and gcd(a1 , a2)=1.
Proof. This is Lemma 2.3 of Chapter 14 in Cassels [3]. K
Let Fj # Cj be two forms as described in the above lemma. We define the
composition of these two forms to be the form F=[a1a2 , 2b, (b2&D)
(a1a2)]. This composition of forms gives a unique composition of form
classes:
Lemma 4.2. Let 0{D # Z. Let C1 , C2 be two classes of primitive forms
of discriminant 4D. Then there is a class C such that the composition of
fj # Cj , j=1, 2, always lies in C. In this case, we write C=C1C2 .
Proof. This is Lemma 2.4 of Chapter 14 in Cassels [3]. K
Theorem 4.3. The composition of classes defined in the above lemma
gives the set of primitive classes of binary quadratic forms of discriminant 4D
the structure of a finite abelian group. The neutral element of the group is the
class containing all forms representing 1, denoted by E.
Proof. Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 14 in Cassels [3]. K
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5. REPRESENTATIONS OF kz
In this section we shall derive some properties of representations of kz.
Throughout this section, D and k will be fixed integers with gcd(D, k)=1
and 2 |3 k. We will follow Le [10].
In addition to the characteristic number L of a representation introduced
in Lemma 3.1 we will introduce a further quantity l if we deal with
representations of kz, which is described in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a binary quadratic form of discriminant 4D and
x, y, z # Z such that there is a representation kz=F(x, y). Let L=F(F, x, y).
Then there exists a unique l # Z such that
L#\l (mod k)
(4)
l2#D (mod k), 0<l<
|k|
2
, gcd \k, 2l, l
2&D
k +=1.
We denote this unique l by l(F, x, y).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have
L2#D (mod k), 0<L<|kz|, gcd \kz, 2L, L
2&D
kz +=1.
There is a unique l $ # Z such that L#l $ (mod k) and 0<l $<|k|, hence we
have l2#D (mod k). Since we assumed gcd(D, k)=1, we have gcd(k, 2l $)
=1, hence gcd(k, 2l $, (l $2&D)k)=1. We define
l={l $|k|&l $
if l $<|k|2
otherwise.
This unique l satisfies all assertions of the lemma. K
The following lemma shows that it is enough to know the characteristic
number of a representation of kz modulo k.
Lemma 5.2. Let F1 , F2 be two binary quadratic forms of discriminant
4D, z # N. For i=1, 2 let x i , yi # Z such that F1(x1 , y1)=kz=F2(x2 , y2)
and l(F1 , x1 , y1)=l=l(F2 , x2 , y2). Then we have
L(F2 , x2 , y2) # [L(F1 , x1 , y1), |k| z&L(F1 , x1 , y1)].
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Proof. For i=1, 2 write Li=F(F i , x i , y i). By the definition of l we have
L1 #uL2 (mod k), where u=\1. We claim that
L1 #uL2 (mod kz).
Let k=6 p:jj be the prime factor decomposition of k. By Lemma 3.1 we
have
L2i #D (mod p
z:j
j ), i=1, 2.
By Hua [7, Theorem 2.9.3], the equations
X2#D (mod pz:jj ) (5)
X2#D (mod p j) (6)
have the same number of solutions, since X2&D#0 (mod pj) and 2X#0
(mod pj) has no common solution since 2 |3 k and gcd(D, k)=1. Since (6)
has exactly two solutions (namely, \L1), the same is true for (5). Since
L1 #uL2 (mod pj), the same congruence holds mod pz:jj , which yields the
assertion. K
Lemma 5.3. Assume that D is a quadratic residue modulo k. Denote the
number of distinct prime factors of k by |(k). Then there are exactly 2|(k)&1
integers l satisfying (4).
Proof. All solutions of (4) satisfy
l2#D (mod k), 0<l<|k|.
This congruence has 2|(k) solutions by Hua [7, Theorem 2.8.1] and
Lemma 5.2, since it has one solution by assumption. Since 2 |3 k, the asser-
tion of the lemma follows. K
Lemma 5.4. (1) Let F be a binary quadratic form and z, y # Z such that
we have a representation F(x, y)=k, with Cr the class of F and z # N. Then
there are a form F $ and integers x$, y$ such that we have a representation
kz=F $(x$, y$) satisfying L(F, x, y)#L(F $, x$, y$) (mod k) and Cs=Czr ,
where Cs denotes the class of F $.
(2) Conversely, if there are a form F $ and integers x$, y$ such that kz
has a representation kz=F $(x$, y$), then there exists a form F and integers
x, y such that we have a representation k=F(x, y) satisfying L(F, x, y)#
L(F $, x$, y$) (mod k) and Cs=Czr , where Cs and Cr denote the classes of F $
and F respectively.
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Proof. (1) We proceed by induction on z. For z=1, there is nothing
to prove. For z>1, we suppose that there exists F", x", y" such that kz&1
=F"(x", y") with characteristic number L"=L(F", x", y") satisfying
L"#L (mod k), where L :=L(F, x, y) and F" # Cz&1r . By Lemma 3.2, F
and F" are equivalent to the forms [k, 2L, V] and [kz&1, 2L", V], respec-
tively, where V denotes some integer which is of no importance to us. By
Hua [7, Theorem 2.9.3]cf. the proof of Lemma 5.2there is a L$ satisfy-
ing L$2#D (mod kz) and L$#L" (mod kz&1) and L$#L#L" (mod k).
Hence we have q, r such that L$=L"+rkz&1=L+qk; hence transforming
the above forms by ( 10
q
1) and (
1
0
r
1) respectively, we see that Ft[2k, 2L$, V]
and F"t[kz&1, 2L$, V]. The composition of these two forms is a form
F $=[kz, 2L$, (L$2&D)kz], which is therefore in the class Czr , represents
kz=F(1, 0), and fulfils L$#L (mod k) by construction.
(2) Write L$=L(F $, x$, y$). Then there is a unique L#L$ (mod k),
which satisfies L2#D (mod k), 0<L<|k|, and gcd(k, 2L, (L2&D)k)=1
see the proof of Lemma 5.1. By Lemma 3.3 we see that there are a form
F and integers x, y such that there is a representation k=F(x, y) with
L=L(F, x, y). We still have to prove the assertion about the classes: By
the first part of the lemma, there are a form F" and integers x", y" such
that we have a representation kz=F"(x", y") with an L"=L(F", x", y")
satisfying L"#L$ (mod k). By the proof of Lemma 5.2 this yields L"=L$,
hence by Lemma 3.4 F"tF $. Hence the class Cs is that of F", which is Czr
by the first part of the lemma. K
6. THE DIOPHANTINE EQUATION D1X2&D2Y 2=kZ.
Let D1 , D2 , k # Z; D :=D1D2 ; gcd(D1 , D2)=1; gcd(D, k)=1, 2 |3 k; and
D not be a square. We are interested in the Diophantine equation
D1 X2&D2 Y2=kZ, gcd(X, Y)=1, Z>0. (7)
We will follow Le [10].
Clearly, F* :=D1X 2&D2Y2 is a primitive form of discriminant 4D.
Each solution (x, y, z) of (7) is a representation
kz=F*(x, y). (8)
By Lemma 5.1 we have a unique number l=l(F*, x, y) associated to
each solution. We define
Sl :=[(x, y, z) solution of (7) : l=l(F*, x, y)].
We will prove the following two theorems:
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Theorem 6.1. Let the notations be as described above. Let l be such that
Sl {<.
Then there is a positive solution (x l , yl , zl) # S l such that zlz for all
(x, y, z) # Sl . If there are integer solutions (u, v) to the equation
D1 u2&D2 v2=1, (9)
then we have zl | h(4D); otherwise, we have 2zl | h(4D), where h(4D) denotes
the number of classes of primitive binary quadratic forms of discriminant 4D.
Theorem 6.2. Let the notations be as described above. Additionally, let
D1=1. Assume that (7) has a solution. Then all solutions of (7) can be put
in exactly 2|(k)&1 classes Sl , where |(k) denotes the number of distinct
prime factors of k. For each solution class S l , let (xl , yl , zl) be a solution as
described in Theorem 6.1. Then all solutions (x, y, z) # Sl can be described as
z=zl t, x+ y - D=(xl\yl - D)t (u+v - D), (10)
where t # N and (u, v) is a solution of
u2&Dv2=1. (11)
We denote the class of F* by C*. Furthermore, we define
S +l =[(x, y, z) # Sl : D1x# &ly (mod k)],
S &l =[(x, y, z) # Sl : D1x# +ly (mod k)].
Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 5.1 show that S +l _ S
&
l =S l . Lemma 5.2 shows
that all representations kz=F*(x, y) from S +l with z fixed have the same
characteristic number L(F*, x, y).
Lemma 6.3. We have
|C*|={1,2,
if (9) has solutions
otherwise.
Proof. The form F* is equivalent to the form F *=[&D2 , 0, D1] via
the transformation matrix ( 01
&1
0). The composition of F* and F * is
[&D, 0, 1], so C*2=E by Theorem 4.3, hence |C*| # [1, 2].
If (9) has a solution (u, v), then we have gcd(u, v)=1, hence there are
r, s # Z such that we have us&vr=1. Then we have
\ur
v
s+ \
D1
0
0
&D2+ \
u
v
r
s+=\
u2D1&v2D2
ruD1&svD2
ruD1&svD2
r2D1&s2D2 + ,
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hence C*=E is the unit class. Conversely, if C* is the unit class, then 1 can
be represented by F*, hence we find a solution to (9) by the above calculation.
K
Lemma 6.4. Let l be a number satisfying (4) such that F0=[k, 2l, V] is
a primitive binary form of discriminant 4D. Let z # N and C0 be the class F0 .
Then the following two assertions are equivalent:
1. There are x, y such that (x, y, z) # S +l .
2. We have Cz0=C*.
Proof. (1 O 2) Let (x, y, z) # S +l . Then we have a representation
kz=F*(x, y). Write L=L(F*, x, y). By Lemma 5.4, there are a form F1
and integers x1 , y1 such that k=F(x1 , y1). Writing L1=L(F1 , x1 , y1), we
have L1 #L#l (mod k), since (x, y, z) # S +l . This yields L1=l. Hence
F1 # C0 by Lemma 3.4, and we have Cz0=C* by Lemma 5.4.
(2 O 1) Clearly, we have a representation k=F0(1, 0) with L(F0 , 1, 0)
=l. By Lemma 5.4 there are a form F1 , integers x1 , y1 , and a representation
kz=F1(x1 , y1) with L1 :=L(F1 , x1 , y1)#l (mod k). By Lemma 5.4,
F1 # Cz0=C*, i.e., F1 tF*; hence we can write
F1=XtTt \D10
0
&D2+ TX
with some T # SL(2, Z). Putting ( xy)=T(
x1
y ) , we have a representation
F*(x, y)=kz. Let :1 , ;1 # Z such that ;1x1&:1y1=1 and L1=(:1;1)_
Tt( D10
0
&D2 ) T(
x1
y1 ). Put (
:
;) :=T(
:1
;1 ). Then we have
\xy
:
;+=T \
x1
y1
:1
;1+ ,
hence ;x&:y=1 and
(: ;) \D10
0
&D2 + \
x
y+=L1 ,
hence L1=L(F*, x, y) and (x, y, z) # S +l . K
Proof of Theorem 6.1. There exists a (x+l , y
+
l , z
+
l ) # S
+
l such that
z+l z for all (x, y, z) # S
+
l . Since (x, y, z) # S
+
l implies (x, &y, z) # S
&
l ,
we have z+l z for all (x, y, z) # Sl . Since (x, y, z) # S
+
l is equivalent to
(&x, y, z) # S &l , we can choose a positive solution (xl , yl , zl) # Sl with
zl=z+l .
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By Lemma 6.4 we see that zl is the minimal z such that Cz0=C*. If
(9) has solutions, then, C* is the unit class by Lemma 6.3, hence
zl=|C0 | | h(4D). Otherwise, 2zl=|C0 | | h(4D). K
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Since there exists one solution to (4), there are
2|(k)&1 solutions to (4) by Lemma 5.3. Fix one such solution l. Since (9)
has obviously the solution (1, 0), we have |C*|=1 by Lemma 6.3. So by
Lemma 6.4, there is a solution (xl , yl , zl) # Sl such that zl=|C0 |. Still by
Lemma 6.4 there is a solution kz=F*(x, y) if and only if there is a t # N
such that z=zl t. Without restriction, we assume that (xl , yl , zl) # S +l .
We consider now
zt=zlt, xt+ yt - D=(xl+ yl - D)t.
Since D is not a square, this yields
xt= :
wt2x
i=0 \
t
2i+ Dix t&2il y2il , yt= :
w(t&1)2x
i=0 \
t
2i+1+ D ix t&2i&1l y2i+1l
and
xt #2t&1x tl (mod k), yt #2
t&1x t&1l yl (mod k).
For clearly x2t &Dy
2
t =k
zlt=kzt. Hence any prime q dividing the gcd(xt , yt)
divides k, hence 2t&1x tl . Since 2 |3 k, we have q | x l , q | Dy
2
l , hence q | yl since
gcd(D, k)=1. This is a contradiction to gcd(xl , yl)=1. Moreover, gcd(k, yt)
=1. Since xt #&lyt (mod k), we see that (xt , yt , zt) # S +l .
By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 3.6, we get the representation (10), since
(xl , &yl , zl) # S &l . K
7. THE DIOPHANTINE EQUATION x2+D=pz
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1 for all values (D, p) except for
(D, p) # [(7, 23), (14, 23), (19, 23), (22, 23)].
The crucial point of our proof is the application of the following result
of Tzanakis and Wolfskill [16], which is based on hypergeometric methods:
Proposition 7.1. Let q>0 be an integer, not a square. Assume
x2+2=a2w,
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where w is an odd power of q, a is a positive integer, and x, 2 are any
integers. Let r, s be positive integers such that
a2w|2| 2+sr } 41+sr
and define & by
w&=9a2(81a2w4)rs.
Let N>w be an odd power of q and y any integer. Then
} y2 - N&1}>
8
2187a5w3+&2 \
81a2w
4 +
1s
N&(1+&)2.
Proof. See Tzanakis and Wolfskill [16, Theorem I.2.]. K
Corollary 7.2. Let m be any integer and 2 |3 l. Then we have
} m3 l2&1 }>3&51.2&0.961 } l (12a)
} m23 l2&1 }>23&17.2&0.968 } l (12b)
Proof. Using the above proposition with
x 2 q w a Equation r s N y &
3788 &37 3 315 1 37882&37=315 2 3 ql 2m .9217
2537 &26 23 235 1 25372&26=235 2 3 ql 2m .9347,
we get the assertions for l>15 (resp. for l>5). The remaining cases can be
verified by direct calculation. K
We will need the following properties of p=3, 23 in the proof of our
theorem:
1. p#3 (mod 4) is a prime.
2. If u0+- pv0 is the fundamental solution of Pell’s equation
u2& pv2=1,
then p |3 v0 .
For general p, this is an open question; see Mordell [14] and Beach
et al. [2].
3. We have an estimate such as (12) with &<1.
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A computer search in the range 3p500, p<w<p500 found only two
primes with these properties, namely 3 and 23.
We need the following special case of Waring’s Formula (see [12,
Theorem 1.76]).
Lemma 7.3. Let X, Y be indeterminates over a ring R and t # N. Then we
have
X t+Y t= :
wt2x
i=0
(&1) i
(t&i&1)! t
(t&2i)! i!
(X+Y)t&2i (XY) i,
where the coefficients (t&i&1)! t(t&2i)! i! are positive integers.
The following lemma is a special case of Lemma 4 in Le [11].
Lemma 7.4. Let p be an odd prime, u1+v1 - p the fundamental solution
of Pell ’s equation u2& pv2=1, and (u, v) an arbitrary positive solution of the
same equation. If p |3 v1 and pm | v for some m # N, then we have
u+v - p=(u1+v1 - p) p
m r
for some r # N.
Proof. Since u1+v1 - p is the fundamental solution of the equation, we
have a representation
u+v - p=(u1+v1 - p)t
for some t # N. This yields
v= :
02l+1t \
t
2l+1+ u t&2l&11 v2l+11 p l.
Let k be the maximal such that pk | t and ;2l+1 be the maximal such that
p;2l+1 | 2l+1 for 02l+1t. We have ;2l+1log(2l+1)log p. If p5
and l1, we have ;2l+1l&1, since log(2l+1)log plog(2l+1)log 5
l&1 for l2 and ;3=0. If p=3, we have similarly ;2l+1l&1
for l2.
Hence we have for l1 and p{3
\ t2l+1+ u t&2l&11 v2l+11 pl
=
1
2l+1 \
t&1
2l +&u t&2l&11 v2l+11 pl#0 (mod pk&;2l+1+l).
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Since k&;2l+1+lk+1, we see that v#tut&1v1 (mod pk+1), which
yields pm | t.
If p=3, we have v#tu t&11 &1 (mod 3), hence t#0 (mod 3). By the
argument of above, we see
v#ut&31 t \u21+(t&1)(t&2)2 v21 + (mod 3k+1).
Since u21+(t&1)(t&2)2v
2
1 #2 (mod 3) for t#0 (mod 3), we again have
3m | t. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume that (1) has a solution (x0 , z0). We
consider the equation
X2+DY2= pZ, gcd(X, Y)=1, Z>0. (13)
Obviously, it has the solution (x0 , 1, z0), hence by Theorem 6.2 it has one
solution class and a solution (x1 , y1 , z1) such that all solutions (x, y, z) of
(13) can be described as
z=z1 t, x+ y - &D=\(x1\y1 - &D)t,
since u2+Dv2=1 only has the solutions (\1, 0) for D>1. If D=1, then
(13) has no solution, since (&1p)=&1 for p#3 (mod 4). This yields for
the solution (x0 , 1, z0)
\1= y1 \ :
02l+1t \
t
2l+1+ xt&2l&11 (\y1)2l (&D) l+ ,
hence y1=1 and (x1 , 1, z1) is a solution of (1).
Assume now that we have at least two solutions (x, z) and (x1 , z1) of (1).
By the above discussion, we have
z=z1 t, x+- &D=*1(x1+*2 - &D)t, *1 , *2 # [\1].
Moreover, z12, since we excluded the pairs (D, p) # [(7, 23), (14, 23),
(19, 23), (22, 23)]. Putting ==x1+- &D and = =x1&- &D, hence
=+= =2x1 , =&= =2 - &D, == = pz1, (14)
we see that
\(=t&= t)==&= =2 - &D. (15)
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Let { be the minimal t>1 such that (15) holds. Assume that { is not a
prime, {=rs, where r, s>1. Then
2 - &D=(=r&= r) m=m2 - &D :
02l+1r \
r
2l+1+ xr&2l&11 (&D)l,
where m is the integer
m= :
s&1
k=0
=rk= r(s&1&k),
which implies that already \(=r&= r)=2 - &D. Therefore, { is a prime.
Assume {=2. Then we have
\2 - &D=(=+= )(=&= )=2x12 - &D,
which is impossible. Therefore, { is an odd prime.
For any m # N we define E(m)=(=m&= m)(=&= ). By the definition of {,
we have E({)=\1. Since by (14) and Lemma 7.3
E(m)= :
m&1
i=0
=i= m&1&i#=m&1= m&1#(=+= )m&1#(2x1)m&1 (mod p),
and since p | x1 implies p | D, we see that E(m){0. Clearly, E(m) # Z for all
integers m.
Since E({)=\1, we have
E({)=\E \{+12 ++
2
& pz1 \E \{&12 ++
2
=\1.
Since E(m){0, the case 2 | z1 is impossible. A consideration mod 4 shows
that this implies
E({)=\E \{+12 ++
2
& pz1 \E \{&12 ++
2
=1,
since p#3 (mod 4). Hence
(u, v) :=\}E \{+12 + } , p(z1&1)2 }E \
{&1
2 + }+
is a solution of Pell’s equation u2& pv2=1. Let u0+v0 - p be its
fundamental solution. For the primes under investigation, we have p |3 v0 .
By Lemma 7.4, there is a r # N such that
}E \{+12 +}+ p (z1&1)2 }E \
{+1
2 +} - p=(u0+v0- p) p (z1&1) 2r. (17)
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Since for any positive integer m, we have
|E(m)|= } :
m&1
i=0
=m&1&i= i} :
m&1
i=0
|=| m&1&i |= | i=mpz1 (m&1)2,
we see from (17) that
(u0+v0 , - p) p
(z1&1)2{pz1 ({&1)4.
Assume now that {2p(z1&1)2z1 . Then we get
z1 \v0+ u0- p+
p (z1&1)2
2p(z1&2)4.
Since v0+u0 - p2, we obtain
log z1+ p(z1&1)2 log 2
z1&2
4
log p+log 2.
This is impossible for z13.
Therefore we have
z=z1 {>2p(z1&1)2. (18)
Furthermore, we have
} xpz2&1}=
D
pz2(x+ pz2)
<
D
pz
. (19)
By Corollary 7.2 we have
p&:p&;pz< } xpz2&1 } ,
where :3=51.2, ;3=0.961, :23=17.2, ;23=0.968. Together with (19) we
have
p(1&;p ) z<p:p D.
Since D+x21= p
z1, we have D<pz1 and obtain
(1&;p) z<:p+z1 . (20)
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By (18)
(1&;p) 2p(z1&1)2<:p+z1 .
This yields z1cp , where c3=13 and c23=3.
By (16) and Lemma 7.3 we have
1=E({)= :
({&1)2
i=0
({&i&1)! {
({&2i)! i!
(&4D) ({&1)2&ipz1 i. (21)
By (18) and (20) we have to check this equation for 3z1cp , D<pz1
and { an odd prime satisfying
2p(z1&1)2
z1
<{<
1
1&;p \1+
:p
z1 + .
The only solution of (21) is p=3, z1=3, D=20, {=3, which yields no
solution, since there is no x1 such that x21+20=27. This verification took
62 hours on a Alpha Workstation at 275 MHz. This is a contradiction to
the assumption that there exist two solutions of (1).
By Theorem 6.1, z1 | h(&4D), by Proposition 2.2, h(&4D)4 - D_
log(2e - D)?. This completes the proof of the theorem for all values (D, p)
except for (D, p) # [(7, 23), (14, 23), (19, 23), (22, 23)].
8. SPECIAL VALUES OF D
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 for p=23 and D # [7, 14, 19, 22],
which could not be done in the general setting of the previous section, and
we give a table of all solutions with 1D100.
We have to solve
x2+D=23z, x, z # N, D # [7, 14, 19, 22]. (22)
Such equations are well studied; we refer the reader to [4, 6, 13, 15].
In principle, we follow Mignotte [13], but we use the computer algebra
system Kant [5] to obtain the relevant data of the number field considered.
Obviously, there is exactly one solution with z=1 for (22) for every
value of D, which satisfies the upper bound (2). Our task is to exclude
solutions with z>1.
It is clear that there is no solution of (22) for even z, since (22) is
equivalent to
(x&23z2)(x+23z2)=&D,
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which has no solutions since |D|<23. Therefore, we have to prove that the
system of Diophantine equations
x2&233y2=&D D # [7, 14, 19, 22] (23a)
y=23m x, y, m # N0 (23b)
has no solutions. In order to solve (23a) we compute a fundamental unit
’=A+B - 233 of Z[- 233] and a complete system of non-associate repre-
sentatives [x(s)+u(s) - 233] of numbers : # Z[- 233] of norm &D. If
x(s)+u(s) - 233>0 and A+B - 233>0, all solutions x, y0 of (23a)
satisfy x+ y - 233=(x(s)+ y(s) - 233)(A+B - 233)n for some s and some
n # Z. Using Kant [5], we obtain the values
’=230770469557676433392534247954804043224
+2092129097456300456242774459497603005 - 233
x(1)+ y(1) - 233=&123500255455684+1119634060967 - 233
x(2)+ y(2) - 233=&6540040265274560029309229
+5929098538626116507188 - 233
x(3)+ y(3) - 233=&430517+3903 - 233
x(4)+ y(4) - 233=&375221718412414393746359201775197
+34017016010790637788070627799687 - 233
x(5)+ y(5) - 233=&818180891357+7417500398 - 233
x(6)+ y(6) - 233=&2679504598502463650869695362
+24291970926955590207475367 - 233
x(7)+ y(7) - 233=&3904445139338059
+35397090889003 - 233
x(8)+ y(8) - 233=&650150040413886244338289
+5894158901134128998377 - 233,
where N(x(1)+ y(1) - 233)=N(x(2)+ y(2) - 233)=&7, N(x(3)+ y(3) - 233
= N(x(4)+ y(4) - 233 = &14, N(x(5) + y(5) - 233) = N(x(6) + y(6) - 233)
=&19, and N(x(7)+ y(7) - 233)=(x(8)+ y(8) - 233)=&22.
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We fix s and consider all xn+ yn - 233=(x(s)+ y(s) - 233)(A+B - 233)n.
The yn can be described recursively as
yn=2Ayn&1& yn&2 ,
y0= y(s), y1=2Ay(s)+Bx(s).
Clearly 23m and yn are periodic modulo q for all integers q. Inspecting
(23b) modulo 7, 16, 30, 41, and 229, it is easily seen that it cannot have
a solution, hence Theorem 1.1 is proved for the remaining values of D.
Note that (2) enables us to find the only solutionif it existsof (1) for
a fixed D easily; even the constant is very reasonable. The following tables
list all solutions (x, D, z) of (1) with 1D100 and p |3 D for p=3, 23.
D Equation D Equation
2 12+2=31 7 42+7=231
2 52+2=33 14 32+14=231
5 22+5=32 19 22+19=231
8 12+8=32 22 12+22=231
11 42+11=33 45 222+45=232
17 82+17=34 67 1102+67=233
23 22+23=33 88 212+88=232
26 12+26=33
32 72+32=34
47 142+47=35
53 262+53=36
56 52+56=34
65 42+65=34
71 462+71=37
74 132+74=35
77 22+77=34
80 12+80=34
83 1402+83=39
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